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The seasonal dependence of the geomagnetic Sq-field reveals the ex-
istence of three principal transequatorial field-aligned currents in the
magnetosphere, i.e., a winter-to-summer current at middle latitudes
connecting the regions of the northern and southern Sq current foci,
and a pair of low-latitude currents (surnmer-to-winter in the morn-
ing and winter-to-summer in the early afternoon). The latter two
currents at low latitudes seem to extend down to the lower iono-
sphere to interact or coexist with the equatorial electrojet. The
three-dimensional current closure of the equatorial electrojet must
be discussed taking into account these transequatorial field-aligned
currents in the magnetosphere and various experimental results ob-
tained with rockets and satellites.

CoRRENTES TRANSDQUATORIAIS PARALELAS AO CAMPO EM
BAIXAS LATITUDDS E SUAS POSSÍVEIS RELAçÕES COM O
ELETROJATO EQUATORIAL .4 aariação sazonal do campo geo-
magnético Sq indica a eristência de três correntes transequatoriais
principais ao-longo -d,e B -no, nxo,gnetggfera, isto é, .u,rno, corrente de
cnuersao-uertio em latitudes médias ligando as regiões d,os focos Sq
norte e sul, e urn po,r d,e corrvntes de baixas latitud,es (aerã,o-inuerno
pelø manhã, e inuerno-uerã,o no corneço de tarde). Estas correntes
d,e baiaas latitudes parecern estender-se até a baira ionosfera, in-
teragind,o e parti,cipand,o do eletrojato equatorial. O circuito tri-
dimensional d,o eletrojato equatorial ileae ser iliscutid,o leaand,o em
conta estas corruntes transequatoriai,s ao longo ilo campo na nxo,g-
netosferø, e esta discussã,o d,eae consid,erar os aó,rios resultad,os ea-
perirnentais obtid,os com foguetes e satélites.

INTRODUCTION

For the success of the IEEY (International Equa-

torial Electrojet Year) project, it is necessary to com-

pare simultaneous observational results at a number
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of lowlatitude stations, and it is desirable that the

observed data be analyzed by the people belonging

to each observatory (or its parent organization), so

as to show up the specific characteristics proper to

each observatory as their own scientific contributions
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to the IEEY project.

The equatorial electrojet is a concentrated east-

wa¡d current along the magnetic dip equator dur-

ing the daytime at the bottom of the ionosphere,

but its global current circuit in the ionosphere-

magnetosphere is still to be studied in the future. The

present paper points out a possible interaction of the

equatorial electrojet (flowing in the lower ionosphere)

with low-latitude (also low-altitude) field-aligned cur-

rents (in the upper ionosphere and magnetosphere).

The discussion in this paper is based on the analysis

of the ground magnetograms and the experimental

contribution from MAGSAT.

EQUIVALENT CURRENT-SYSTEM FOR

Sq IN SUMMER AND \MINTER

The geomagnetic daily variation on quiet days

(Sq-field) and its seasonal dependence has been ex-

tensively studied with a reasonable hypothesis that

the Sq-field must be mostly attributable to horizontal

currents in the lower ionosphere at the E layer level,

so-called the dynamo region at a height of 100-120 km

above the ground. There is a theorem that the ground

magnetic effect of any three-dimensional space cur-

rent can be represented uniquely by an "equivalent

overhead current-system" on a spherical shell at a
certain height above the ground concentric with the

earth.

With this equivalent current representation,

Price and Stone (1964) discussed the line of demarca-

tion between the northern and sourthern Sq current

systems wiüh the world data in 1958, and they stated

as follows: "There is unmistakable evidence that,

during the J months (May, June, July and August,

i.e., the northern summer months), the northern sys-

tem penetrates deeply into the southern hemisphere

in the morning hours, crossing and recrossing both

the geographic and magnetic dip equators. There

is also evidence that the southern system penetrates

into the northern hemisphere, though less deeply, in

the afternoon. Further, there is evidence of corre-

sponding but smaller penetrations during the E (for

Equinoctial, i.e. March, ,{pril, September and Octo-

ber) and D months (November, December, January

and February, i.e., the southern summer months).

This disproves the a.ssumption sometimes made that

the dip equator is always the boundary line between

the northern and southern systems".

FIELD.ALIGNED CURRENTS AT MIDDLE
AND LO\M LATITUDES

Actual currents in the earth's space environment

must be three-dimensional, consisting of horizontal

currents flowing in the ionosphere (collision-dominant

gas for charged particles) and field-aligned currents

in the magnetosphere (rather collisionless medium).

Although there is no unique conversion from a two-

dimensional equivalent current-system to an actual

three-dimensional one, it is quite natural to think of

some transequatorial field-aligned currents that will

easily flow even under a small difference in the elec-

tric potential values in the ionosphere at conjugate-

pair points of the northern and southern hemispheres

(note here that the electric conductivity in N-S direc-

tion at 250 km altitude is approximately 103-times

that at 100 km level).

Experimental evidence for field-aligned current

sheets has been known since the middle 1960's from

a steep spatial gradient of the E-W component of

the geomagnetic field measured by various satellites

above the nortÍlern and southern auroral zones. In

comparison with field-aligned currents at high lati-

tudes, the current density at middle and low latitudes

is too low (much less than I ¡r{/rrr2) to be detected by

satellite instruments, but this does not mean at all the

absence of field-aligrred currents there. We can infer

the existence of field-aligned currents at middle and

low latitudes fiom an analysis of the ground magnetic

data, in particular from the seasonal dependence of

the diurnal variation in the magnetic declination.
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Fig. I is a schematic illustration for three prin-

cipal field-aligned currents flowing in the magneto-

sphere (Fukushima, 1991), which is deduced from the

seasonal dependence of the diurnal geomagnetic Sq-

variation. These field-aligned currents flow so long

as an electric potential difference exists between the

conjugate-pair points of the northern and southern

hemispheres. An intuitive explanation for the dy-

namo action in the ionosphere is given by Fukushima

(1979), and it is outlined in the Appendix.

MID.LATITUDE FIELD.ALIGNED CUR.
RENT

At the Sq current vortex centre, the electric po-

tential in the dynamo region shows a minimum value,

both in the summer and winter hemispheres (see A.p-

pendix). A field-aligned current will then flow out

from the winter hemisphere into the summer one, be-

cause the potential value is more negative in the sum-

mer. Such a field-aligned current from/to the Sq cur-

rent foci was advocated by van Sabben (1966, 1969,

1970), Maeda (1974), and others.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram for the ground

magnetic effect of a field-aligned current connected to
the return current spreading all over the ionosphere.

The resulting ground magnetic effect is given with
its equivalent current (by broken lines), and the di-

verging return current in the ionosphere from point

N is replaced simply by an upward line.current, re-

ferring to Fbkushima (lg7l, 1976). [n general, the
ground magnetic effect from a field-aligned current is

cancelled, up to a considerable extent (depending on

the magnetic dip angle also), by the effect from its
return current flowing in the ionosphere. Mazaudier

(1985) showed experimental evidence for this fact. In
the case of Fig. 2 the ground effect is appreciable only
near both feet of the field-aligned current.

F\rkushima (1991) showed the transequatorial

field-aligned currents from the sea^sonal dependence

of the Sq-variations at middle latitudes. Since all
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middle-latitude field-aligned currents flow without
any interaction with the equatorial electrojet, they

will not be discussed any more in this paper. How-

ever, it will be worth mentioning that the potential

difference between the two hemispheres might pro-

duce hot electrons detectable only near the Sq cur-

rent focus in the winter, as reported by Oyama and

Hirao (1979).

LOW.LATITUDE FIELD-ALIGNDD CUR-
RENTS IN THE MORNING AND AFTDR-
NOON

A very interesting feature of the daily Sq vari-

ation at an IGY temporary observatory at Koror

7o20'N, 134o30'E was reported by Gettemy (1962).

The station was just on the magnetic equator; the

monthly mean Zvalue was 0 nT in July lg57 and

-84 nT in December 1958. Fig. 3 shows the daily

variation at Koror on quiet days for the three compo-

nents of the geomagnetic field, where we notice that
AD daily variations are reversed in the summer and

winter seaÉ¡ons. The seasonal dependence of AD was

reported also by Onwumechilli and Alexander (lg5g),
Glover (1963), Hutton (1967) and others.

Although the ground magnetic effect of field-

aligned current is considerably reduced at middle lati-
tudes by the return current flowing in the ionosphere,

as explained with Fig. 2, the effect is noticeable in the

equatorial region for low-latitude field-aligned current

because of a small dip angle there.

POSSIBLE INFLUENCE OF INDUCED
CURRENT IN THE SEA UNDER THE
ELECTROJET

The geomagnetic field variations observed on the

earth's surface comes primarily from electric currents

in the surrounding space, and partly also from cur-

rents induced within the earth due to the time vari-

ation of external magnetic field. The efiect of in-
duced currents appears most clearly in the vertical
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Figure 1. A schematic model of interhemispheric field-aligned currents in the magnetosphere at middle and low

latitudes.

Modelo esqaemótico ile corre.nles inter-hemisféricas ao longo de B na møgnetosferø em løtitades méiliøs e baioas.

GNTO

Substitute for

diverging currents

in the ionosPhere
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curtent
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Figure 2. Equivalent current in the ionosphere-(by-dotted lines) for the ground nlagnetic e$ect o{ a field-a_ligned

li"Ë""rtãttt cännected io ai"erging and coïvergiij horizontal róturn currlnts in the io-nosphere. At point N, the

äñrgi;ã;rt""i ir t"pir"ãa ¡v'"tï"p*utd linõ"o-ttent based on their equivalence in the ground magnetic effect.

Corrvnte equiaalenle nø ionosfera (Iinhøs pontilhadøs) Itøra o_.efeito møgnético ile superfície de 
-arnø -corrnle

tnuo, oo longo de B tigaitø o tornni"t hori)ontøis de ietòrno diaergenles e,cona{genles, na ionosf,era, No ponto
'ñi-ã ,"ii"ä ¿;rrrv"í{r- i i"pot¡o por urnø linha de cortenle pørø cirna, bøseada na sao equiaalência no efeito

møgnético ile sap erfície.
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Figure 3. Magnetic daily variation (deviations from daily-mean values) for the three components of the geo-
mag,netic fi9ld o1 quiet days on Koror island (situated on the magnetic equator in the West Pacific) during the
IGY (based on Gettemy's 1962 paper).

Vøriaçõo møgnética di,iriø (desuios ilas médias döórias) paru as três componentes ilo carnlto geomagnético em
dias calmos, nø ilha de Korcr (situada no eqaailor møgnético no Pacífico ocidental), darante o IGY (com base
no arligo de Gettemy, 1962).
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component of the geomagnetic field, if the electric

conductivity of the earth's surface medium shows a

remarkable nonuniformity around the observing sta-

tion. The electric conductivity of the sea water is

much higher than the ground soil, so that the mag-

netogram traces on isolated islands depend strongly

on the topographic condition around the observing

station.

In the Sq variation at Koror shown in Fig. 3, AZ
is positive in the forenoon and negative in the after-

noon, regardless of the season throughou.t the year.

This systematic daily variation in A,Z is attributable

to the effect of induced currents at the sea sutface,

under the development and decay ofthe intense over-

head equatorial electrojet so as to shield its magnetic

field inside the sea, as is schematically illustrated in

Fig. 4 by a westward (in the morning) and an east-

wa,rd (in the afternoon) current in the surrounding

ocean. Hence, it is necessary to take such an effect of

induced currents into account when we deal with the

magnetograms on island stations.

CONTRIBUTION OF MAGSAT TO THD

STUDY OT EQUATORIAL ELECTROJET

MAGSAT (operated from November 1979 to

June 1980, initial altitude 350-550 km, dawn-dusk

meridian with 96.7' inclination orbit) discovered an

east-west toroidal magnetic field (maximum magni-

tude of a few tens of nT, at dip latitude near * 10')

shown in Fig. 5(a), which is explained by a meridional

current circulation modelled in Fig. 5(b). This ex-

perimental evidence reported by Maeda et al. (1982,

1985) is to be compared with the earlier theoretical

predictions for the existence of such a meridional cur-

rent circulation by Untiedt (1967), and Sugiura and

Poros (1969). On the other hand, this discovery by

MAGSAT triggered the study of the interaction of

the ionospheric E and F regions, discussed for exam-

ple by Duhau and Louro (1983), Louro and Duhau

(1988), and Takeda and Maeda (1983).

Looking at Fig. 5(b), we see that the meridional

current circulation (with an upward vertical current

at the dip equator) requires a pair ofequatorward cur-

rents on both sides of the equator at the bottom of

the ionosphere. On the other hand, the gradual decay

with local time in the eastward electrojet intenåity in

the dusk region requires some poleward currents from

the electrojet. It is interesting to point out that these

two currents in the lower ionosphere (one towards the

equator, and the other in the opposite direction from

the equator) are nearly of the same density, at least in

the order of magnitude estimation. If these two cur-

rents have the same density, we may state that the

equatorial electrojet current flowing in the .E layer

near the dusk meridian is converted to an upward

current to the F layer, and not to horizontal pole-

wa¡d return current in the .Ð layer. The problem of

current closure for the equatorial electrojet is a very

interesting and important subject to be studied in

detail.

Another important discovery by MAGSAI is a

possible existence of an eastward ring-current at the

bottom ofthe ionosphere. The evidence for this argu-

ment is the observed fact that the ll-values measured

by MAGSAT is always 25-30 nT smaller than those

calculated with the best available models, as reported

by Kane and Tlivedi (1985), Kane (1990), and Maeda

et al. (1985). Although all the charged particles in

the earth's space environment within the magneto.

sphere contribute to westward ring-current encircling

the earth, there must be an eastwa¡d current at the

bottom of the ionosphere, where the spatial gradient

ofthe total kinetic enetgy density of charged particles

is upward, due to the gyrating and drifting motions

of charged particles in the geomagnetic field.

Reaista Brøsileira de Geofísica, VoL 11(9), Especial, 1993
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Figure 4. A schematic illustration of electric current flow in the ocean around Palau islands (Koror is on one
of.these islands) induced by the developing and decaying eastward overhead electrojet in the àorning and the
afternoon.

Iluslrøção esquemótica do fluxo de corrvnte elétrica no oceano peño ilas ilhas Palau (Koror fica numø destøs
ilhøs), induziilas pelo eletrojøto ile oeste pøm lesre pelø rnanhõ e-àt tarde.
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(a) MAGSAT D-component, Dusk-side
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Figure 5. Toroidal magnetic field detected by MAGSÄT inthe dusk meridian at the ionospheri-c F-layer level:
(a)"Dcomponent deviatlons on the northern and southern sides of the dip equator, (b) meridional current circu-
Èíion rerpbnsible for the ea.st-west toroidal magnetic field.

Campo møgnélico toroidøI detectødo por MAGSAT no meriiláøno do creptísculo uespertino a níueis da cømadø

ionoÅ¡érica" F: (a) d,esaios da componente D nos lados norie e sul do eqiødor dip, (b) circulação meridóonal de

corrvntes responsdae'is pelo campo magnético loroidøl de leste para oeste.
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Figure 6. Two kinds of the electrostatic potentials (.91 and .92) associale4 ti!þ the dynamo.¿ction in the
ioriosphere with Pedersen and Hall conductivities. Field-aligned-cuirents will flow if a potential difference arises

Ûãi*å* .ã"¡ugale-puir points from an asymmetric dynamo-in the northern and southern hemispheres'

Doös tipos de potenciais eletrosttíticos (52 e 52) associøilos com ø açã,o ilo_.dínømo d,a ionosfera corn condu-

Liaidødes pedeîsen e Høtl. As corrvntès-alinhiilas fluirão se euist'ir-urnø diferença de potencial entre pontos

conjugøilos de um dínamo assimétrico nos hemisférios Norte e Sul.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper shows some examples of the contri-

bution to the study of the equatorial electrojet from

the analysis of magnetic observational data on the

ground. The author hopes that each magnetic obeer-

vatory contributing to the IEEY project will report

on the seasonal dependence of the Sq daily variations,

preferably following the way of demonstration by Get-

temy (1962), which is shown in Fig. 3 in a modified

way. The reports from a number of magnetic ob-

servatories in the equatorial region will contribute to

studying some unsolved problems listed in a review

paper by Barreto (1992), and on transequatorial field-

aligned cutrents at low latitudes.

The current circulation in the ionosphere-

magnetosphere connected to the equatorial electrojet

must be studied with the information from the ground

data analysis (including all other kinds of aeronomic

studies with the ground facilities) and in-situ obser-

vations by rockets and satellites. In a series of pa-

pers, Onwumechili (1993) wrote useful summary re-

ports for the rocket experiments in the past. For

satellite mea.surement, it is desirable to launch a low-

latitude satellite with three-component magnetome-

ters to carry out the measurement preferably at all

local times during its life. The success of TSS mis-

sion by NASA is greatly expected.

Interhemispheric field-aligned currents require

the return currents in the ionosphere, which pro-

duce Joule heating in the ionosphere. Hence the

electromagnetic energy in the earth's environmental

space will be lost more easily in the solstitial sea-

sons through the Joule loss by the ionospheric cur-

rents connected to field-aligred currents in the mag-

netosphere, because field-aligned cuÌrents are more

intense than in the equinoctial seasons. Although we

need a quantitative study of this problem in the fu-

ture, it will solve the problem why the overall world

energy for the geomagnetic Sq-field is greater in the

equinoctial seasons and smaller in the solstitial sea-

sons.
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APPENDIX

ELECTRTC POTENTIAL ASSOCI.

ATED IüITH THE DYNAMO ACÎION IN
THE IONOSPHERE

Maeda and Murata (1965) first pointed out a

possibility of the existence of a pair of field-aligned

currents in the morning (summer-to-winter direction)

and in the afternoon (winter-to-summer) associated

with the Sq currents in the June solstice, after dis-

cussing the dynamo action in the ionosphere with a

simple model for the ionospheric conductivity (uni-

form Pedersen conductivity and no Hall current).

Later studies included Hall conductivities, e.g. those

by van Sabben (1970), Maeda (1974) and others,

showed that the Sq current is mainly the Hall current

in the ionosphere with a deep negative electric poten-

tial at the foci ofSq current vortices, and field-aligned

currents flow at middle latitudes on the dayside from

the winter hemisphere to the summer one, because of
a more negative potential in the summer. With the

aid of an intuitive illustration by F\rkushima (1979),

it is outlined below why we have the three principal

field-aligned currents illustrated in Fig. 1, as a result

of the dynamo action in the ionosphere for producing

the Sq current in the sunlit hemisphere.

Fig. 6 shows a schematic pattern of the result-

ing static potential values in the dynamo region, un-

der an air motion divergent from the subsolar point.

The nonuniformity of the static. potential values in

Reaisla Brøsileira de Geofísica, VoL 11(9), Especial, 1993
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the ionosphere originates from the anisotropy of the

ionospheric ga.s with both Pedersen and Hall conduc-

tivities. S1 denotes the electric potential arising from

the Pedersen current under the electric field

of (vxB -VSr), so as to produce a closed current

circuit in each hemisphere. On the other hand, 52

denotes the electric potential responsible for the Hall

current, which flows under the electric field of -V Sz

so as to intensify the closed Pedersen current. It is

seen in these illustrations, as shown by broken lines,

that the Hall current under the electric field

of (vxB -VSr) and the Pedersen current under the

electric field of --VSz cancel out each other.

If the dynamo action and resulting currents are

asymmetric with respect to the equator, field-aligned

currents will immediately flow in the magnetosphere

between conjugate-pair stations with different electric

potential values in the northern and southern hemi-

spheres. It will be reasonable to think that the total

intensity of interhemispheric field-aligned currents is

strong in the solstitial seasons, and the current direc-

tion is opposite in the summer and winter.
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